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How to Use This Guide

This is a guide for foreign nationals working for the first time in 

hotels, Japanese inns, and other types of accommodation in 

Japan.

It takes time for people to get used to living in Japan and working in a new 

workplace with a different workstyle.

There might be many things that you do not understand,

and you will probably make some mistakes.

Things will seem very different, and you may feel anxious.

This guide was made to ease some of your natural anxiety.

This guide provides a summary of the things that people who are new to working in the 

accommodation industry in Japan should be aware of and keep in mind.

Because this guide is intended for people who have no experience 

working in the accommodation industry,

the Japanese edition uses simple expressions and illustrations as much as possible.

If you have any questions or are confused about something,

take this guide with you and ask the people around you for help.

This guide is available not only in Japanese, but also in English, Chinese, Vietnamese, and 

Burmese. Comparing the Japanese edition with the edition in your own language can also 

help you learn Japanese.

We hope that this guide will help you navigate your workplace with confidence and enjoy 

your time working in hotels, Japanese inns, and other types of accommodation in Japan.

March 2020

Japan Tourism Agency
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Overview of the Specified Skilled Worker 
(i) Visa

Ⅰ．Tips for Living in Japan

Status of Residence1

● Sample residence card

Source: Immigration Services Agency of Japan
Website (http://www.immi-moj.go.jp/tetuduki/zairyukanri/whatzairyu.html)

■ Period of stay
Residence permission is granted in periods 

of 4 months, 6 months, or 1 year and is 

extendable up to a total of 5 years.

■  Skill level and Japanese language ability
Verified by tests or other such means. (Foreign 

nationals who have completed Technical 

Intern Training (ii) are exempt from taking 

these tests.)

For the proficiency test, must have passed the 

Japanese written test and the practical skills 

test conducted by the General Incorporated 

Association Center for Accommodation 

Industry Proficiency Test.

For the Japanese language test, must have 

acquired level N4 of the Japanese-Language 

Proficiency Test or have passed the Test for 

Basic Japanese.

■ Bringing your family
Basically this is not permitted. 

■  You are eligible for support from 

your employer or a registered 

support agency.

As a foreign national, you will need to obtain 

a status of residence to live and work in Japan. 

To work in the accommodation industry, you 

need to have a status of residence such as a 

Specified Skilled Worker (i) visa, a Technical 

Intern Training visa, or an Engineer/Specialist 

in Humanities/International Services work visa. 

The period of stay and the activities you can 

perform will vary depending on your status of 

residence, so it is important to check these in 

advance.

Foreign nationals who have obtained permits 

relating to status of residence, such as a new 

landing permit, a permit to change the status of 

residence, or a permit to extend the period of 

stay, are issued with a residence card.

If you wish to stay longer than your permitted 

period of stay, you must apply to extend your 

period of stay before it expires. There are some 

documents that you have to get from your 

employer, so be sure to discuss the situation 

with them well before the deadline. Be aware 

that if you overstay your visa, you will be subject 

to deportation procedures.
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Ⅰ．Tips for Living in Japan

Finding a Place to Live2

initial amount, so be sure to check your contract 

details carefully. Key money, on the other hand, 

is given to your landlord as a thank you and 

is not returned when you leave. The amount 

of the security deposit and key money differs 

depending on the property and region, but both 

are often set to about one to two months’ rent.

If there is any wear and tear on the house that 

is intentional or caused by negligence, breach 

of duty of care, or use beyond the normal 

scope, you are obliged to restore the house to 

its original condition. Note that you must pay 

the costs of this restoration.

When renting a house in Japan, you will 

almost always need to have a guarantor or use 

a guarantor company. If you do not pay your 

rent or are unable to pay the cost of damage 

to the property, the guarantor or guarantor 

company must pay these in your stead. It is not 

always easy to find a guarantor or guarantor 

company, so your employer may rent a house 

on your behalf. You should therefore talk with 

your employer before looking for a place to live.

In Japan, the initial costs of renting a house 

often include a security deposit and key money. 

The security deposit is given to your landlord, 

and in principle, the entire amount is returned 

when you move out unless your rent is in arrears 

or there is damage to the property. However, 

if your rental contract states that expenses 

such as cleaning costs will be deducted from 

the security deposit when you move out, the 

returned security deposit will be less than the 

Landlord Tenant

Security deposit

Key money

A deposit given to the landlord 

as collateral against unpaid rent 

or damage to the property.

If there are no problems, the 

entire amount is returned when 

the tenant moves out.

Money given to the landlord as a 

thank you.

It  is not returned when the 

tenant moves out.
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・National and local government 

organizations, and incorporated 

companies

・Sole proprietorships in designated 

industries that have five or more regular 

employees

*Designated industries include manufacturing; 

civi l  engineering; mining; electricity and gas; 

transportation; sanitation; commodity sales; financial 

insurance; storage and leasing; brokerage services; 

money-collecting, guiding, and advertising; education, 

research, and surveying; medical and insurance; and 

telecommunications and news media.

National and local 
government organization,
or incorporated company

5 or more
employees

Enrollment compulsory

Enrollment 
compulsory

Enrollment 
voluntary

Enrollment voluntary

Less than 5
employees

Sole proprietorship
in industry other than 
designated industry

Sole proprietorship
in designated industry

Ⅰ．Tips for Living in Japan

Registration Procedures3

joining these systems at the same time as 

registering as a resident.

Companies that must enroll their 
employees in Japan's social insurance 
systems
(enrollment compulsory companies) 

● Residence registration

Foreign nationals who have or intend to 

be issued a residence card must report their 

residence to their local municipal office within 

14 days of deciding where they will live in 

Japan. You will need to bring your residence 

card (or passport if you will be issued your 

residence card later) with you when you go to 

report your residence.

If you do not report your residence within 14 

days without a valid reason, you may be fined 

or your status of residence may be revoked.

● Social insurance

In Japan, companies that meet certain 

conditions are required to be enrolled in the 

Employees’ Health Insurance System and 

Employees’ Pension Insurance System. Foreign 

nationals who work in these companies must 

also be enrolled in these social insurance 

systems, so you will have to complete the 

relevant procedures when you first join your 

company. Employers and employees contribute 

half each to the premium. Your employee 

contributions will usually be deducted from your 

salary.

If you work at a company that is not obliged 

to enroll in Japan's social insurance systems, 

you will need to join the National Pension 

Insurance System (only for those aged between 

20 and 59) and National Health Insurance 

System. You can apply to join the National 

Pension Insurance System and National Health 

Insurance System at your local municipal office, 

so if necessary, complete the procedures for 
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It is a criminal act to buy or sell a 

bank account or to allow another 

person to use your account. Never 

do these things.

Ⅰ．Tips for Living in Japan

Opening a Bank Account4

When opening a bank account, you may want 

to choose a bank with a branch or ATM near 

your home. Your employer may specify the bank 

that your wages are deposited in, so check this 

before opening a bank account.

Japanese banks are basically open only on 

weekdays, so you will probably need to go 

on a weekday to open a bank account. When 

opening a bank account, you will need to bring 

some identification with you such as your 

residence card. Some banks require you to 

present your name stamp or employee ID card. 

If you do not have an employee ID card, ask 

your employer to provide proof of employment 

or get another employee from your company 

come with you. Some banks will allow you to 

open an account by post, online, or using a 

smartphone app, but many of these processes 

require more documents than if you open an 

account in person. Choose the method that 

best suits you.

Even if you open your account in person, 

your ATM card will often be sent to your home 

at a later date, so be sure to find out when your 

ATM card will arrive. 
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*Only one of items 2 to 4 is required.

* Some of these costs may be able to 

be paid later, but you should bring the 

necessary money just in case.

Ⅰ．Tips for Living in Japan

Getting a Mobile Phone5

1

2

3

4

5

There are two types of payment plans for 

mobile phone services in Japan: contracted 

payment  p lans  and prepa id  p lans ,  but 

contracted payment plans are the most 

common. You may still be able to use your 

smartphone from your home country, so check 

with the mobile phone company. If you do not 

have a mobile phone that can be used in Japan, 

you can make a contract for a mobile phone 

plus SIM card, so bring enough money with you 

to purchase a mobile phone just in case.

In Japan, there are many mobile phone 

payment plans. If necessary, talk with a sales 

rep at the mobile phone store or another 

employee at your company to select the plan 

that is best for you.

As a crime prevention measure, it 

is forbidden to give or sell a mobile 

phone (and SIM card) to another 

person without notifying the mobile 

phone company, so be careful.

Residence card

ATM card

Bank deposit book and

name stamp used when you 

opened your 

bank account

Credit card

Necessary money (to pay for 

contract fees and 　　
to purchase a 

smartphone, etc.)

Things you will need
to get a mobile phone

Source: Immigration Services Agency of Japan
Website (http://www.immi-moj.go.jp/tetuduki/zairyukanri/whatzairyu.html)
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Ⅰ．Tips for Living in Japan

Separating Recycling and Garbage6

In Japan, it is required to properly separate 

r ecyc l i ng  and  ga rbage  to  p ro tec t  t he 

environment and enable resources to be used 

effectively. Recycling and garbage can usually 

only be put out at certain times, on certain 

days of the week, and in certain places. How 

the recycling and garbage are separated may 

also differ depending on where you live. For 

example, if you live in an area that requires 

garbage disposal in a garbage bag that you 

must purchase, any garbage that you dispose 

of without using the specified garbage bag will 

Burnable garbage

・Food waste from the kitchen

・Wastepaper

・Leather products such as bags, shoes, 

and belts

・Glass

・Ceramics

・Small household appliances such as mobile 

phones, hair dryers, and shavers

・Metal items such as pots, pans, and kitchen 

knives

・Glass bottles

・Cans

・PET bottles

・Plastic containers 

and packaging

・Furniture such as desks, chairs, 

and beds

・Bicycles

Recycling

Non-burnable garbage

Oversized garbage

● How to separate household waste (example)

not be collected.

Failure to adhere to the garbage disposal 

rules can cause trouble with local residents, so 

check the rules at your local municipal office 

or on their website. Also note that the rules for 

disposing of business waste and household 

waste are generally different.

・Cardboard boxes

・Old clothes

・Old cloth
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Ⅰ．Tips for Living in Japan

Seeing the Doctor7

Doctor’s clinics and hospitals are often closed 

on weekends, so it is a good idea to check the 

opening hours of the clinics or hospitals near 

your home or office. Remember that there are 

clinics and hospitals that can handle urgent 

patients late at night or on weekends.

In general, you only need to bring your health 

insurance card and money for the bill when you 

go to a clinic or hospital, but in some cases, 

hospitals may require a referral from another 

doctor, so be sure to ask what you need before 

going. Also, if you do not have your health 

insurance card with you, you will need to pay 

the entire bill up front, so be sure to keep your 

health insurance card in a safe place.

Your doctor will ask about your medical 

condition in detail, so if you are not confident 

in Japanese, take measures such as using a 

translation app or asking a Japanese colleague 

to come with you to the clinic or hospital.

What is a referral?

A referral is a letter that gives details 

about a patient such as their name, age, 

gender, and medical condition. A doctor 

provides a referral when referring a patient 

to another clinic or hospital.

As of 2006, hospitals with 500 beds or 

more charge an additional fee for patients 

who come without a referral, except in 

certain situations.

● Common procedure for seeing the doctor

1 1 1

2 2
2

3 3

● Before going to a clinic 
or hospital　　　　　

● After leaving the clinic 
or hospital　　　　　

● After arriving at the clinic 
or hospital　　　

Check the opening hours of 
the clinic or hospital.　

Check whether you need to 
make an appointment.

Prepare your health 
insurance card and money 
for the bill.

Show your health insurance 
card to the receptionist.

Describe your symptoms on 
the medical questionnaire.

Pay the bill before you 
leave.

Give your prescription and 
show your health insurance 
card to the pharmacist.

Pay for the medicine once 
you receive it.
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Ⅰ．Tips for Living in Japan

Transferring Money Overseas8

If you want to transfer money overseas, 

you need to apply to use an overseas money 

remittance service separately from opening 

a bank account. Countries to which money 

can be sent, as well as remittable currencies, 

remittance methods, and fees vary according to 

the bank. There are many ways to send money 

overseas, including in person at the bank, by 

ATM, online, and via a smartphone app.

● Common procedure for sending money 
overseas

(Online or using a smartphone app)

Apply to use an overseas remittance 
service.

Enter the details of the person 
receiving the money.

Deposit money in the account for 
overseas remittance.

Fill out a remittance request.

Remit the money.

Details of the person receiving the money: 
information such as the person’s name, 
address, name of bank and branch, and 
account number

(Enter details such as the currency, amount, 
and purpose of remittance.)

1

2

3

4

5

To prevent crime, do not use your 

account to send money overseas on 

behalf of another person.
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Ⅰ．Tips for Living in Japan

Preparing for a Disaster9

Japan is a natural disaster-prone country, 

where earthquakes, typhoons and other 

disasters can occur. It is important to make 

preparations that could save your life in the 

event of a disaster.

● Prepare emergency stores

Water and food may not be available in the 

event of a disaster, so prepare stores of water 

and food that will last at least three days.

● Secure your furniture

Toppling furniture could cause injury or stop 

you from escaping outside in the event of an 

earthquake. Use straps, brackets, and other 

anti-tipping devices to secure your furniture to 

the floor or wall. It is also important not to put 

tall furniture in the room where you sleep.

● Check evacuation sites and evacuation routes

Find the nearest evacuation sites to your 

home and office. It is also important to prepare 

a route to safety in the event of a disaster. 

Prepare two or three evacuation routes, 

considering the risks that may arise during 

evacuation.

● Find out how to get information

Many municipalities provide disaster-related 

information in foreign languages, so it is important 

to know how to get this information.

● Participate in disaster drills

Participate actively in disaster drills so that 

you do not panic when a disaster happens.

● Useful emergency stores (example)

・Transistor radio

・Flashlight

・Batteries

・Helmet

・Gloves

・Gas cooker, gas canisters

・Cold protection/waterproof sheet

・Emergency toilet

・Umbrella

・Sanitary products (for women)
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Ⅱ．Tips for Working in the Accommodation Industry 

Ohayo gozaimasu 
(Good morning)

Konnichiwa 
(Hello)

Konbanwa 
(Good evening)
Oyasumi nasai 
(Good night)

Irasshaimase 
(Hello)

Arigato gozaimashita 
(Thank you)

Otsukaresama deshita 
(See you later)

Evening

Greeting a guest

Thanking a guest

To a colleague when going home

Morning

Afternoon

Greetings1

● Greeting examples

● Examples of honorifics

Taberu (eat)

Iku (go)

Miru (see)

Regular form Honorific form

Respectful 
form

Respectful 
form

Respectful 
form

Meshiagaru

Irassharu

Goran ni 
naru

Itadaku

Mairu

Haiken suru

Humble 
form

Humble 
form

Humble 
form

When you greet someone, make sure to look 

them in the face before bowing.

It is important to greet not only your guests, 

but also your colleagues and other business 

people.

When interacting with guests, be sure to use 

polite language. In addition to the basic polite 

form of “... desu” and “... masu,” Japanese also 

uses honorifics (respectful forms of words for 

when you are describing the actions of people 

who are higher in social status than you [for 

example, teachers and elders], and humble 

forms of words for when you are describing 

an action of you or someone in your circle), 

so be sure to practice these forms with your 

colleagues.

It is important to greet people properly according to the time of day and situation.
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Ⅱ．Tips for Working in the Accommodation Industry 

POINTS

Personal Appearance2

● Examples of appropriate clothes and points to check

□ Is your uniform clean and pressed?

□ Is your hair neat and tidy?

□ Are your fingernails well trimmed?

□ Have you kept your breath fresh through brushing, etc?

□ For men, is your beard trimmed and tidy?

□ Have you bathed to eliminate body odor?

□ Are your shoes clean?

It is very important that you present an appropriate appearance (clothing, hairstyle, etc.) when you 

work in the accommodation industry. Always try to look neat and tidy, and well groomed.

Before you go to work or appear in front of guests, check your 

appearance in a mirror and make sure you satisfy the above 

check points. It is also a good idea to have a colleague check your 

appearance when you first start.

When working in a hotel When working in a Japanese inn
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Ⅱ．Tips for Working in the Accommodation Industry 

・Share information such as 
reservation and event information 
with your colleagues.

・Let someone know if you are  
worried or anxious about something.

・It is important to take breaks. 
Make sure to have a rest during 
break times.

・Communicate with the people 
around you.

・Get to work early.

・Make sure you are dressed and 
groomed appropriately.

・If you are concerned or confused 
about something, do not try to 
solve the problem by yourself. 
Talk to your supervisor.

・Do not immediately say 
something is not possible: Listen 
to the guest first.

POINTS

POINTS

POINTS

POINTS

A Typical Work Day3

Start 
work

Finish 
work

Break 
time

Perform 
duties 1

Meeting
handover

Perform 
duties 2

A typical work day in the accommodation 

industry looks roughly like the illustration below. 

If you have any questions or concerns, it is 

important that you ask or talk with someone. 

Become familiar with business manners—which 

you can use anywhere—so that you can create 

a happy work environment.

The accommodation industry uses a shift 

system (early shift and late shift) so that services 

can be provided 24 hours a day. Carefully check 

your break times and the time you have to start 

and finish work.
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Ⅱ．Tips for Working in the Accommodation Industry 

POINTS

Sharing Information and Handing 
over Duties at Meetings, etc.4

□ Clarify “who,” “when,” “where,” “what,” “how,” 

and “what happened” when talking in a meeting.

□ Make sure that your colleagues and supervisor 

understand what you are saying.

□ Do not be afraid to ask questions.

Meetings are held in most workplaces in 

Japan. The purpose of meetings is to share 

information that everyone at the workplace 

needs to know, report on or hand over duties 

to the incoming shift, and exchange ideas or 

thoughts and suggestions about the workplace.

Meeting styles vary from company to 

company, but meetings can serve as an 

important opportunity to express your own 

opinions and hear the opinions of others. It is 

important to be actively involved in meetings 

and use them to improve your work.

When shar ing informat ion or handing 

over duties at a meeting, it is necessary 

to communicate clearly so that everyone 

understands what you are saying. Keep in 

mind the points below when participating in a 

meeting.

● How meetings are run in Japan ● Keys to effective information sharing and duty 

handover

□ Describe things that went well, but also do not 

hide things that did not go well or mistakes that 

you made.

□ Do not be afraid to make suggestions if you feel 

that there is something about your job that could 

be improved or if you feel that something is too 

difficult.
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Ⅱ．Tips for Working in the Accommodation Industry 

5 Description of Duties

These duties involve advertising the good 

points of your accommodation facility to 

improve its brand image and making plans to 

provide guests with an enjoyable experience.

● Planning and public relations duties

If a guest has a request and it is something 

that you can handle, gladly help the guest. If 

you cannot help the guest with their request, 

talk with a colleague or your supervisor and 

decide the best response.

There are roughly four types of duties in the accommodation industry. In addition to these four 

duties, there are also other things that you must remember and be aware of when you work in an 

accommodation facility. Please take the time to learn these things before you start working.

These duties involve handling various 

situations such as checking in and out 

guests.

These duties involve providing guests with 

the services they need in the conference 

rooms, wedding hall, and other parts of the 

accommodation facility.

These duties involve providing guests with 

the services they need in the restaurant(s).

These duties involve tasks such as sales of souvenirs and replacement of 

amenities in rooms and other spaces in the hotel. You will not be put exclusively 

in charge of these duties but they are essential at accommodation facilities.

Some guests may require special assistance 

due to physical or mental impairment. (For 

example, for guests who have a hearing 

impairment, use writing to communicate.) 

Make sure when taking over duties, etc., to 

Protecting guests from accidents and 

keeping them from danger is also an important 

task. You must have knowledge of at least 

two evacuation routes. You must practice an 

evacuation drill in advance so that in the event 

of a disaster, you can instruct guests on what 

to do, such as take the stairs instead of the 

elevator when evacuating.

confirm what the guests require and respond 

appropriately.

● Responding to requests from guests

● Composition of duties

● Reception duties ● Customer service duties

● Restaurant service duties

●Other related duties

● Helping guests who need support

● Ensuring guest safety

Understanding your general duties
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Ⅱ．Tips for Working in the Accommodation Industry 

5 Description of Duties

Reception duties

Welcoming guests when they first arrive is one of the most 

important jobs in the accommodation industry. Make sure that you 

provide careful explanations and guidance so that your guests gain a 

good impression of your accommodation facility and so that they can 

enjoy a relaxing stay.

∙ Check-in and check-out times vary depending 

on the accommodation facility and reservation 

plan. Be sure to confirm the conditions of stay 

for each guest in advance.

∙ When checking a guest out, make sure that 

the guest does not need to pay for any extra 

expenses and services consumed during their 

stay. At accommodations with hot springs, 

junior high school students and above may 

need to pay a bathing tax.

∙ If a guest requires a receipt, be sure to issue a 

receipt. It is necessary to affix a revenue stamp 

to receipts of 50,000 yen or more.

∙ You will need to ask foreign guests who do not 

have an address in Japan to show you their 

passport at check-in and take a copy of it.

● Key points for reception duties

● Check-in and check-out

● Confirmation of passport

the event of a fire or other emergency.

∙ When a guest checks in, be sure to 

explain the facilities inside the hotel. Tell 

the guest how and where to evacuate in 

∙ Confirm the name of the guest, the date of 

stay, and the guest’s telephone number, 

and tell them the reservation plan, cost of 

the stay including additional costs such 

as taxes, and the payment method(s).

∙ Accommodation operators need at 

least two people on reception to serve 

guests, even late at night. Be sure to work 

sensibly, changing shifts as appropriate.

∙ Because you cannot see the other person’s 

face when you talk to them on the phone, 

you need to be more careful with how you 

communicate. When talking with guests, try to 

use polite language such as “Itsumo arigato 

gozaimasu” (Thank you for your custom), 

“Kashikomari mashita” (Certainly), and “Ikaga 

itashi masho ka?” (What can I do for you?).

●� Facility guidance (emergency exits, 

evacuation routes)

●  Required information when accepting a 

reservation by telephone

● Late-night reception

● Answering the phone
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Ⅱ．Tips for Working in the Accommodation Industry 

5 Description of Duties

Planning and public relations duties

● Key points for planning duties

● Key points for public relations duties

This job involves organizing events that provide guests with an enjoyable experience, and publicizing 

your accommodation facility to attract new guests. This is a job where you can easily demonstrate your 

unique perspective and capabilities as a foreign worker.

∙ Some accommodation facilities plan special events for guests 

to enjoy. Consider with your colleagues how to make your 

guests’ stay more enjoyable.

∙ This job involves creating web pages, 

social media posts, flyers, and other forms 

of publicity, and devising ways for the 

desired information to be seen by as many 

guests as possible. It is also important to 

provide information in your native language 

so that you can attract as many people as 

possible from your home country.

∙ Searches on Internet sites (called meta 

searches) do not always bring up the plans 

from your company's official website. Plans 

from other travel agencies often appear 

first in the search results, so you need to 

consider how to get more guests to visit 

your company’s official website.

∙ Note that even photos taken inside the 

hotel to promote the hotel cannot be used 

without the permission of the guests in the 

photos.

● Event planning

● Publicizing information

● Taking photos and videos

When accepting a reservation, you may need to ask the guest for their personal information 

(name, address, telephone number, email address, etc.). This personal information must not 

be used for any other purpose without the consent of the guest. When planning events and 

sending out announcements, verify that prior consent has been obtained from the guest.
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Ⅱ．Tips for Working in the Accommodation Industry 

5 Description of Duties

Customer service duties

At your accommodation facility, you may work in the conference rooms, 

wedding hall, and other parts of the accommodation facility. Regardless 

of how much a guest is paying, you must always greet them with a smile, 

act professionally, and remember the points that you need to be aware of 

when interacting with guests.

● Key points when serving guests

∙ Greet them with enthusiasm. ∙ Press the elevator button. Note that 

guests have priority in the use of the 

elevator.

∙ Call the guest’s room beforehand to see if 

they are in their room.

∙ Do not leave anything in front of the door 

if no-one responds to your knock.

∙ Ask the guest if you can help.

∙ Assistance dogs (guide dogs, service dogs, 

hearing dogs) must not be refused entry.

∙ Talk directly to the disabled guest to 

determine what support they need.

∙ If you do not know what to do, ask the 

guest to wait a moment while you consult 

with your supervisor or colleague.

● When you see a guest ● When a guest gets on the elevator

●  When delivering something to a guest’s 

room

● When a guest seems unsure

● Supporting guests with disabilities
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Ⅱ．Tips for Working in the Accommodation Industry 

5 Description of Duties

Restaurant service duties

In the restaurant, you must always greet guests with a smile regardless 

of how much they are paying. In addition, be sure to act professionally 

when delivering food or drinks to the guest’s table, learn about allergies and 

other issues that are essential to know when taking orders, and generally 

remember the points that you need to be aware of when interacting with 

guests.

● Key points for restaurant service

∙ In addition to the date and number of 

people, confirm whether any of the guests 

have food allergies or foods they do not 

want to eat.

∙ Confirm the number of guests.

∙ Check whether the guests have a 

reservation. If they have a reservation, take 

them to their reserved table.

∙ If it is a non-smoking restaurant, remind 

the guests that they cannot smoke inside 

the restaurant.
∙ If a guest drops chopsticks or other 

utensils on the floor, bring them fresh 

utensils.

∙ If there is a guest who wants to take 

leftovers back to their room, let them know 

whether this is possible according to the 

rules of the restaurant.

allergies, and convey that information to 

the kitchen.

∙ When you receive an order for alcohol, 

remind the guest that you cannot serve 

alcohol to people under the age of 20 or 

people who will be driving a car.

∙ For dishes that take a long time, let the 

guest know that it might take some time 

and there might be a delay in serving their 

food.

∙ After receiving an order, confirm the order 

details with the guest.

∙ Even if the guests do not call you over 

to the table, go and take their order if it 

seems they are ready to order.

∙ Check whether the guests have any food 

that they do not want to eat, or any food 

● When accepting a reservation

● When the guests arrive

● While guests are eating

● When the guests leave

● When taking an order
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Ⅱ．Tips for Working in the Accommodation Industry 

5

Another job you may be required to do at your accommodation facility is help out at shops that sell 

drinks, food, and souvenirs. You may also be asked to check or replace amenities such as towels, cups, 

toothbrushes, and light bulbs.

If your status of residence is Specified Skilled Worker in the accommodation industry, you will not be 

put exclusively in charge of these duties, but you should keep in mind the key points that are expected of 

you in your other official duties.

● Key points for sales duties

● Inspection and replacement of amenities

∙ Find out what products are sold in the 

store and where they are so that you can 

answer any questions that a guest might 

ask you.

∙ Check the payment methods that can be 

used at the store, such as cash, credit 

card, and electronic money. Also learn how 

to use the cash register.

∙ Check the required quantity, inspection 

method, and storage location for the 

amenities to be replaced.

∙ Record the inspection results and the 

number of items replaced according to 

the rules of your accommodation facility.

∙ Take care not to get in the way of the 

guest when performing inspection and 

replacement work.

∙ Ask the guest’s permission when checking 

and replacing amenities in their room, 

except during regular cleaning.

∙ For guests in wheelchairs, position 

the shower head and amenities in the 

bathroom in easily accessible locations.

∙ For hearing-impaired guests, prepare a TV 

that can display text.

∙ The sale of tobacco and alcohol to people 

under the age of 20 is prohibited by 

Japanese law. If the person who is buying 

tobacco or alcohol seems to be under 20 

years of age, ask if they are 20 years of 

age or older, and request ID.

● Prior confirmation

● Prior confirmation

● After inspection and replacement

● At the cash register

● During inspection and replacement

Description of Duties

Other related duties
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Ⅱ．Tips for Working in the Accommodation Industry 

Scenario How to handle (example)

(1) You did not immediately respond to a 

request from a guest or you forgot to 

respond to their request.

(2) A guest asks to change rooms because 

the room next door is noisy, something in 

the room is broken, or the room does not 

match its description.　

・If it was your fault, first apologize by saying 

“Moshiwake arimasen” (I’m sorry).

・Even if it was not your fault, do not argue 

with the guest. Find out the reason for the 

complaint and consult with a colleague or 

your supervisor about how to respond.

・Talk with the guest about their complaint. 

How you deal with each guest will depend 

on that person, but to ensure that the guest 

is satisfied, you will need to take steps such 

as coordinating with other staff, getting the 

broken item repaired, or arranging another 

room.

・Talk with a colleague or your supervisor and 

together decide the best response.

Dealing with Trouble and 
Complaints

6

If a guest is unhappy before, during, or after 

their stay, they may criticize you or a colleague 

or tell you or your colleague that you need to 

do a better job. This is known as a complaint. 

While it is important to find out the reason for 

the complaint from the guest and think about 

how to resolve it, you should also immediately 

consult with a colleague or your supervisor 

rather than trying to handle the situation by 

yourself.

● Handling complaints on a case-by-case basis

Below are some examples of when you might receive a complaint from a guest.
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Ⅱ．Tips for Working in the Accommodation Industry 

The employment contract that you sign will 

specify your working hours (including breaks 

and leave), so be sure to confirm in advance 

your working conditions.

● Taking appropriate breaks and leave

Employers are required to manage the 

working hours of their employees and ensure 

their health and safety in compliance with laws 

such as the Labor Standards Act, the Minimum 

Wage Act, and the Industrial Safety and Health 

Act.

The breaks (lunch and dinner) and leave 

that are set in your contract are important 

employment rights and must be taken as 

specified.

Note, however, that when you take leave, 

you may need to consider and work in with 

your colleagues so as to minimize impact on 

your work. It is important to tell your colleagues 

when you are taking a break, and when taking 

leave other than the days off that are part of 

your shift, you need to let your supervisor know 

in advance and coordinate with your colleagues.

Break WorkWork　　　　

Taking Breaks and Leave7
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Ⅲ．Tips for Building a Career in the Accommodation Industry

As the number of overseas visitors to 

Japan increases, the hospitality provided 

by workers from other countries like you 

in the accommodation industry in Japan is 

vital to ensure guests enjoy a stress-free 

accommodation experience.

● Understanding the needs of overseas visitors

You can provide information for overseas 

visitors on websites and help make leaflets.

● Accurately communicating the information that 

your employer wants guests to know

You can help provide guests with the exact 

information they need by, for example, improving 

the signage at your workplace.

● Bringing new perspectives to the 

accommodation industry

You can make use of meetings to open your 

colleagues’ eyes to new ways of thinking, and 

help develop new services.

The Accommodation Industry in 
Japan Needs You

1
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Ⅲ．Tips for Building a Career in the Accommodation Industry

Before accepting a job offer from a new 

company, you must talk with your current 

supervisor. You need to discuss and agree 

on issues such as when you will leave, how to 

handle any outstanding wages owed, and what 

to do about untaken leave.

Next, it is necessary to confirm that the 

company that wants to hire you is able to meet 

all the necessary conditions for hiring foreign 

workers. (Your potential new employer can 

also request help from a registered support 

organization to make sure it meets these 

conditions.) Make sure to check with your 

potential new employer or a registered support 

organization that they meet the necessary 

conditions for hiring foreign workers.

Changing Jobs2

As you think about building your career, you 

may consider moving to a different workplace 

(in the accommodation industry). However, 

it is important to understand that there are 

limitations placed on changing jobs for people 

with a Specified Skilled Worker (i) visa.

First of al l ,  you can only change jobs 

within the same industry. If you work in the 

accommodation industry, you can only change 

jobs within the accommodation industry.
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Ⅲ．Tips for Building a Career in the Accommodation Industry

●Ms. Doi Thi Trang (from Vietnam)

About why she decided to join the company and her future career plan

A message for foreign workers coming to work in Japan

I came to Japan in 2017 and entered 

a Japanese language school. I studied 

Japanese at school and also worked 

on my Japanese at my part-time job. I 

became interested in the accommodation 

industry while I was at school and thought 

that I’d like to work in that industry.

I passed the N2 level of the Japanese-

Language Proficiency Test in July 2018 

and took the Accommodation Profi ciency 

Test in April 2019, which I passed. In 

August 2019, after graduating, I started 

working as a contract employee at World 

Heritage Co., Ltd., and now I’m working 

at Hotel Sobial Namba Daikokucho. In 

the future, I will do my best to gain more 

experience and grow so that I can become 

an instructor for foreign workers entering 

the company.

The Japanese language can be diffi cult, and I feel quite nervous working 

at reception and in the restaurant, but the job is very rewarding. My goal is 

to work hard every day so that I can better please our guests.

Sometimes I feel lonely without my family, but there are other staff 

members from Vietnam, and we enjoy going out on our days off. The 

Japanese staff are also very kind and I want to continue living and working 

in Japan.

Ms. Trang's anticipated career

August 2024 –

Arrives in Japan and enters 
Japanese language school

April 2017 –
March 2019

Becomes instructor for foreign 
workers entering the companyAugust 2020 –

Passes Accommodation 
Profi ciency Test and N2 
level of Japanese-Language 
Profi ciency Test

Graduates Japanese language 
school and starts working in 
the accommodation industry 
(on reception, etc.)

Becomes manager and 
commits to working in the 
accommodation industry in 
Japan (goal)

April 2019

August 2019 –

3 Career Path of an Experienced 
Foreign Worker
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Ⅳ．Helpful Information

To call an ambulance for yourself or another 

person in the case of sudden illness or injury, 

call 119. Tell the operator that it is “Kyukyu” 

(an emergency) and then tell them where you 

want the ambulance to come, what the sudden 

illness or injury is, your name, and your contact 

details.

If you are not confident in Japanese or 

cannot make the call yourself, use a translation 

app or ask someone nearby for help.

If you have been in an accident or are the 

victim of a crime and want the police to come, 

call 110. If there is a chance that you will be 

further injured or are in danger if you stay where 

you are, move to a safe place first and then call.

If you have been in an accident, tell the 

operator that it is “Jiko” (an accident) and then 

tell the operator where you want the police to 

come, what kind of accident it was, your name, 

and your contact details. If you have been 

the victim of a crime, tell the operator that it 

is “Jiken” (a crime) and then tell the operator 

where you want the police to come, your name, 

your contact details, and describe the suspect.

If you are not confident in Japanese or 

cannot make the call yourself, use a translation 

app or ask someone nearby for help.

In the case of fire, call 119. Tell the operator 

that it is “Kaji” (fire) and then tell them where the 

fire is, your name, and your contact details.

If you are not confident in Japanese or 

cannot make the call yourself, use a translation 

app or ask someone nearby for help.

● Telephone medical consultations, telephone 

medical interpreters

AMDA International Medical Information Center

Tel: 03-6233-9266

Call 110Call 119

Call 119

Monday to Friday, 10:00 to 15:00 
*Not available weekends, national holidays, 
and December 29 to January 3

https://www.amdamedicalcenter.com/

● Guide for ambulance services for foreign 

visitors to Japan (available in English, Chinese, 

Korean, Italian, French, and Thai)

https://www.fdma.go.jp/publication/portal/post1.html

Support in Foreign 
Languages (Help Line)

In the Case of an Accident 
or Crime

In the Case of Sudden 
Illness or Injury 

In the Case of Fire 

1 3

4

2
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Ⅳ．Helpful Information

● Immigration and residency procedures, questions about daily life

・Chinese, English (Monday to Friday *Excluding the 

second and fourth Wednesdays)

・Portuguese (Monday)

・Spanish (Wednesday and Friday)

・Bengali (Tuesday)

・Indonesian (Tuesday)

・Vietnamese (Thursday and Friday)

03-3202-5535

03-5155-4039

Consultation Support 

Center for Foreign 

Residents

Supported languagesTelephone number

Saitama Information & 

Support

Hamamatsu One-Stop 

Support Center for Foreign 

Residents

048-833-3296

053-458-2170

● Consultation and guidance on immigration 
and residency procedures

・Portuguese (Monday, Wednesday, and Friday)

● Consultation and guidance on employment 
for foreign nationals

・English, Portuguese, Spanish, Chinese, Korean, 

Tagalog, Thai, and Vietnamese (Tuesday)

● Information on daily life and other living-
related services

・English, Portuguese, Spanish, Chinese, Korean, 

Tagalog, Thai, and Vietnamese (anytime)

● Consultation and guidance on immigration 
and residency procedures

・English, Portuguese, and Spanish (Wednesday)

● Consultation about daily life and other 
living-related services

・English (Tuesday to Friday)

・Portuguese (Tuesday to Friday, Saturday, and 

Sunday)

・Chinese (Friday)

・Spanish (Wednesday)

・Tagalog (Thursday)

4 Support in Foreign Languages 
(Help Line)
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Ⅳ．Helpful Information

5

● �This is a website for promoting the utilization of foreign workers in the accommodation industry in 
Japan.

●  The website introduces initiatives for utilizing foreign workers in the accommodation industry in 
Japan.

Recruiting and Training Tourism Talent with 
Local and Practical Expertise Portal Site
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Ⅳ．Helpful Information

か行
ぎょう

 / “ka” column さ行
ぎょう

 / “sa” column

6

● 健
けんこう

康保
ほけん

険 / Health insurance

A public insurance system that is used to reduce 
medical expenses in the event of illness or injury.

● 健
けんこう

康保
ほけんしょう

険証 / Health insurance card

A card that proves that you have health 
insurance.

● 控
こうじょ

除 / Deduction

The subtraction of a certain amount from a total.

●  厚
こうせい

生年
ねんきん

金保
ほけん

険 / Employees’ Pension 

Insurance System

A pension scheme in which company employees 
and other qualified people are enrolled.  
The person enrolled in the scheme can receive a 
pension or lump-sum payment when they reach 
a certain age or if they become impaired in some 
way.

●  国
こくみん

民年
ねんきん

金保
ほけん

険 / National Pension 

Insurance System

An insurance scheme to provide financial 
support for enrolled pensioners. All people living 
in Japan who are between the ages of 20 and 
59 are obliged to join this system.

●  国
こくみん

民健
けんこう

康保
ほけん

険 / National Health Insurance 

System

A public medical insurance scheme that all 
people registered as living in Japan must enroll in, 
with some exceptions such as if you are enrolled 
in your company’s health insurance scheme.

● 最
さいてい

低賃
ちんぎんほう

金法 / Minimum Wage Act

A law that requires workers to be paid wages 
equal to or greater than the minimum amount 
set by the government.

● 社
しゃかい

会保
ほけん

険 / Social insurance

Refers to medical insurance and pension 
insurance that must be taken out by people who 
meet certain criteria.

● 処
しょほうせん

方箋 / Prescription

A written order given by a doctor to a patient 
describing details about medicine that needs to 
be administered, such as the type and dosage.

● 善
ぜんかん

管注
ちゅうい

意義
ぎ む

務 / Duty of care

A tenant's obligation to treat their rental 
accommodation with the amount of care 
generally accepted as the social norm.

● シ
し ふ と
フト交

こうたい
代 / Shift work

A system whereby employees work certain 
hours (shifts) and take certain days off as 
determined individually or as a workplace unit.

● 損
そんもう

耗 / Wear and tear

Refers to damage to items such as scratches, 
dirt, and dents.

● 収
しゅうにゅういんし

入印紙 / Revenue stamp

A government-issued certificate used when 
paying taxes and fees, etc.

Glossary of Terms 
(in Japanese Alphabetical Order)
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Ⅳ．Helpful Information

6

● メ
め た さ ー ち
タサーチ / Metasearch

A search system that searches for a keyword 
across several search engines.

● 問
もんしんひょう

診票 / Medical questionnaire

A document on which a patient is requested 
to enter information such as their name, age, 
symptoms, and allergies.

● 連
れんたい

帯保
ほしょうにん

証人 / Guarantor

A person who pays rent or compensation on 
behalf of a tenant if the tenant cannot pay these 
costs.

●  労
ろうどう

働安
あんぜん

全衛
えいせいほう

生法 / Industrial Safety and 

Health Act

A law enacted to ensure the health and safety 
of workers in the workplace and promote a 
comfortable working environment.

● 労
ろうどう

働基
きじゅんほう

準法 / Labor Standards Act

A law that sets the minimum standards for the 
working conditions of workers.  
The law applies to all establishments that 
employ workers.

ら行
ぎょう

 / “ra” column

● 賃
ちんたい

貸契
けいやく

約 / Rental contract

A contract made with the landlord when renting 
a house.

● 入
にゅうとうぜい

湯税 / Bathing tax

A tax paid by people who use a hot spring 
facility.

● 弁
べんしょう

償費
ひよう

用 / Compensation

Money that you must pay to compensate for 
injury or damage if you injure another person or 
damage their property.

● 補
ほじょ

助犬
けん

 / Assistance dog

Refers to a guide dog, service dog, or hearing 
dog that helps people who are visually, 
physically, or hearing impaired.

な行
ぎょう

 / “na” column

は行
ぎょう

 / “ha” column

た行
ぎょう

 / “ta” column ま行
ぎょう

 / “ma” column

Glossary of Terms 
(in Japanese Alphabetical Order)




